
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

After robbing a small bank in Dodge, two cowboy bandits lose a posse and 

encounter very weird events in their new hideout. 

Wanted: Dead or Abducted dir. by R. 

Hernandez 

Plot and Cast 

A simple plot from which we do not expect much, usually in comedies we 

prefer to rely on the skill of the actors rather than on a real plot. Just think of 

Plumb and Plumber, where the narrative hint is almost left to chance focusing 

only on the sketches of the main actors. 

Hernandez's short film does not hit the mark, has a good start, but is lost in the 

final. The idea could have been good but the development has become too 

rough. Such a pity.. 
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The two actors Jeffrey Creightney and Chase Gutzmoredid They gave depth 

to the film, giving facial mimicry humor. Their expressions are able to convey 

faithfully what Hernandez wanted to stage. The introduction of the super 8 

style film was much appreciated. Perhaps we would have preferred that the 

whole movie had been filmed so, in order to give a spectator a vintage touch. 

The negative notes, however, appear evident and, in some respects, 

unjustifiable. Insects have been created in artificial but low-level ways. This 

invalidates all the work of the film that transforms it, almost like wanting to hurt 

itself, in a product that from grade A passes to grade B. 

Sin. But the undoubted qualities of the director will not affect future work, 

because when there is the stuff of the sample you can also see from the small 

things. And good things in Wanted: Dead or Abducted there are several. 

Some Considerations… 

 

The Director: Ramiro Hernandez 

After a successful career as a CPA for fortune 100 companies, Ram’s excessive 

high energy delved into the craft of putting stories on film. An avid freediving 

spearfisherman, black belt and nature lover, Ram has rock/mountain 

climbed, bungee jumped, and journeyed solo cross country on his vintage 

Harley. This energy is injected in the movies he makes. Winner of four Telly's (1 

Platinum, 3 Bronze), two REMI's (1 Platinum, 1 Silver) from Worldfest Houston Int'l 

Film festival, one GAIA Award from Moondance Int'l Film Festival, an 

Honorable Mention from American Gem Screenwriting Competition. 

MEDFF OFFICIAL RATING:  


